Problems
- Processes take longer than necessary
- Deadline violations
- Process errors occur
- Inefficient resource management

Solution
- Predictive process monitoring
- Act before deviations happen
- Draw attention to potential problems
- Prioritize process instances

Description
Nirdizati Training allows business process analysts to easily upload their event log, train predictive models for various prediction targets by using state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms, visualize and compare the results and then export the model for further predictions on a live event stream.

Advantages
- Accessible via any modern web browser that supports JavaScript
- Simple and sleek UI
- All computations are done on the server side
- Parallel training jobs
- Model accuracy visualization and comparison
- Great variety of machine learning techniques and algorithms
- Highly configurable training process for expert users

User interface

Technical solution

Links
- Live demo: http://training.nirdizati.org/
- Code: https://github.com/Zukkari/nirdizati-training-ui
- Landing: http://nirdizati.org
- Twitter: https://twitter.com/nirdizati